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Research Accelerator for
Multiple Processors

 Rapid design space exploration - A new set of architecture
parameters can be tried each day leading to highly efficient (power,
cost) designs.

 High confidence verification of design specification (conventional
software simulators are either too slow or not trustworthy).

 An early platform for software development while waiting for
machine to be built.

REVIEW
REVIEW

Problem with Manycore Processor Design trend:
 Compilers, operating systems, architectures not

ready for 1000s of CPU per chip
 How do we do research on 1000 CPU systems in

arch., OS, compilers, apps?
DevelopDevelop  an infrastructure to build cyclean infrastructure to build cycle-accurate-accurate

mmulti-core and many-core ulti-core and many-core architecturearchitecture
emulators using emulators using FPGAsFPGAs
•• Not FPGA computingNot FPGA computing
•• Not a gate-level verification platformNot a gate-level verification platform
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1.1. Provide infrastructure to support collaboration amongProvide infrastructure to support collaboration among
researchersresearchers
•• Standardization of interfacesStandardization of interfaces
•• Development of reusable modulesDevelopment of reusable modules

2.2. Produce relatively inexpensive FPGA platforms &Produce relatively inexpensive FPGA platforms &
freely available freely available gateware gateware and softwareand software

BEE2 Module
Virtex 2VPro70

BEE3 ModuleBEE3 Module
Virtex Virtex 55

Start with BEE2 at Start with BEE2 at ““RAMP1RAMP1”” platform, platform,
design BEE3 asdesign BEE3 as  ““RAMP2RAMP2””  platform for broadplatform for broad
deployment using 3deployment using 3rdrd party party

3.3. Provide a setProvide a set  of of ““targettarget”” architecture models architecture models
•• Reference designs for further developmentReference designs for further development
•• Out-of-the box parallel machines for software developmentOut-of-the box parallel machines for software development

Promised Promised ““deliverablesdeliverables””
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Partnerships
 Co-PIs:  Krste Asanovíc (UCB),  Derek Chiou  (UT Austin), Joel Emer (MIT/Intel),

James Hoe (CMU), Christos Kozyrakis  (Stanford), Shih-Lien Lu  (Intel), Mark Oskin
(Washington), David Patterson (Berkeley), and John Wawrzynek (Berkeley)

 RAMP hardware development activity centered at Berkeley Wireless
Research Center.

 Three year NSF grant for staff (awarded 3/06).

 GSRC (Jan Rabaey) has paid partial staff and a couple of students.

 Major continuing commitment from Xilinx

 Collaboration with MSR (Chuck Thacker) on BEE3 FPGA platform.

 Sun, IBM contributing processor designs, IBM faculty awards.

 Co-Pis continue to “meet” bi-weekly in teleconferences, and in person 3-4
times per year.
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“Report Card”

   C   C     DExternal Dissemination
   C   C     DCommunity Building
   D   C     CInternal Sharing
   B   B     BInternal Collaboration
   A-   A     BTechnical Accomplishment

  B  A-    ACreating a Buzz

Year 3
(so far)

Year 2Year 1
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Still as relevant as ever …
 Manycore architecture haven’t and may never converge:

 GPGPUs, Tilera, etc.
 Power consumption still a serious challenge

 Handhelds - heavily used iPhone can’t make it through the day
 Server/supercomputers - Datacenters incurring huge operating costs,

“greening” of the planet concerns.  DOD anxious to develop exascale
computing - but how?

 Process/voltage/temperture (PVT) variations inherent in new silicon
technologies makes design process much less predictable - requires
more reliable modeling.

 More now than ever we need simultaneous development of software
and hardware.

High-speed high-confidence emulation will always be a necessary
component of multiprocessor research and development.
FPGA emulation is the only practical approach.
RAMP is the only project of this kind.
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Technical Highlight Summary
 BEE3 platform developed (joint UCB/MSR)

 Manufacturing/support handed off to BEEcube, Inc.
 1st production lot completed this week

 Stanford RAMP Red demonstrated 1st hardware implementation of
transactional memory.  Gets 100x speedup over SW.

 Berkeley RAMP Blue directly implemented 1008 soft processor
cores in 21 BEE2 modules.  Executed NASA parallel FP benchmarks.

 UT Austin FAST (FPGA-Accelerated Simulation Technologies) split
high-speed FPGA acceleration of timing models with processor
based functional simulation.  Achieved 1.2MIPS across a wide range
of applications including Windows XP and Linux boot.

 CMU PROTOFLEX combined interleaved multi-context FPGA
execution engine with software simulation of infrequent operations.
Full-system function simulation of 16-way UltrSPARC III with 39x
speedup over SW simulators.
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Under Development

 RAMP Gold: Berkeley Parallel
Computing Laboratory (ParLab).
Targets single socket multi-SPARC,
configurable memory hierarchy, and
shared off-chip DRAM.  Multithreaded
split timing and functional models.

 We’ve made several attempts at
defining and developing the
appropriate infrastructure stack
with mixed results - still a work in
progress.

 RAMP White: Centered at UT Austin.  Cache-coherent shared
memory prototype based on SPARC Leon3.

 RAMP Purple: U Washington.
 HAsim: MIT and Intel.  Scheme for distributed cycle-accurate

simulations on FPGAs.  Framework for plug-n-play modules.
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Community Building - Workshops

ISCA 2007

Very successful in generating buzz,
interest, and enthusiasm.  But little
lasting effect in terms of transfer of
tools and designs.  The barrier to
entry is still too high.  
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Commercial Interest in RAMP

Received by our Received by our sysadmin sysadmin at BWRC.at BWRC.
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Challenges to Original Goals
 Many different ideas on how to build target models -

difficult to share and leverage one another.
 Entire infrastructure stack (memory controllers,

communication blocks, …, target models) more complex
than expected.

 Soft processor cores (still) larger than expected.
 Community slow to adopt / step in and help.
 FPGA development tools difficult to use (slow).  Existing

libraries/cores buggy.  Maintaining consistency between
version difficult.

 New FPGA platforms more expensive than expected.
 Original plan did not address power modeling, final

implementation cost, and PVT variation effects.
 Original vision relied heavily on direct mapping of

existing RTL models.
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Direct RTL Mapping Pros and Cons
 Pros:

 Borrow pre-existing IP to save time
 Accurate model of implementation verification (hard to

cheat)
 We know how to do this

 Cons:
 Existing models lag what we want
 Porting to FPGAs is a huge effort.  Available models are

not optimized for FPGAs, or worse, are simulation
models.

 Poor utilization of FPGA fabric (when cores are idle).
 Instrumentation and flexibility is not built in (perhaps

should be and will be one day)
 Industrial strength processors are large.
 Poor scalability to large systems (run out of fabric).
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Ideas on Dealing with Challenges
 Naïve users: Distributing complete working target models

(parameterized at runtime) will work for some users.
 Offer a remote generator for a particular set of parameters (ala

Tensilica).
 Tool chain: wrap it up and offer as a remote facility (service

based model, similar to other domains, i.e. ASIC design)
 Platform expense:  provide remote access to pool of FPGAs.

XUP-like programs provide inexpensive alternative.
 Processor density, scalability, flexibility: new work on

virtualization.
 Derek: “Simulation research has become a first class citizen”
 This requires innovation and hard work by graduate students.

 Work is expanding to address power (collaboration with Jose and
students)

 Experience with Tensilica and new work by some of us address
the path from emulation to implementation.
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Dealing with Challenges of Community
 Biggest problem is that the outputs of our work is still not in a form

that is easily transferable to others.
 Web presence.  We need to look at successful models of groups

using the web to enable developers and user communities.
 Understand the targeted community better.

 FPGA level developers
 Architects
 Software developers

 FPGA design still requires expert skills.
 Need to do a better job of engaging those with the skills and motivation

(workshops, better web access, assistance).
 Do the experts go away from our workshops with the idea that we are

solving all the problems?
 For those without “the knowledge” we need to wrap-up/abstract the

lower levels of details.
 We can address needs of architects and SW developers, once high-

level target models of general interest emerge.
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OpenRAMP.org: thoughts on what the
collaboration will look like moving forward

 Mission Statement:  To promote FPGA Emulation for
Computer System Research and Development, through the
sharing of ideas, infrastructure, target machine models, among
the RAMP developers and the research community at large.
To provide distribution and support of shared infrastructure
and models. To help identify and facilitate opportunities for
individual RAMP projects.

 openRAMP.org organizes research retreats, workshops,
maintains a repository, a newsgroup and "support line",
and holds regular teleconferences among the
developers.

 Various RAMP research groups and projects develop
target machine models, and pieces of infrastructure.

An affirmation of how we have been working together with aAn affirmation of how we have been working together with a
““rebrandingrebranding”” and a move to make RAMP less Berkeley centric. and a move to make RAMP less Berkeley centric.
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OpenRAMP.org details
 Governance:

 Executive steering committee - composed initially of the original
academic collaborators. Rotating chairmanship.

 Advisory Board comprising academic folks (Dave, Jan, Arvind)
plus industrial.  SPARC.org, power.org, SPARC international.
(Meet at retreats).

 openRAMP.org facilitates sharing.
 Strongly encourage groups to contribute via BSD

licensing.
 Sharing is ad hoc, and fine-grained.  Point tools instead

of entire world.
 Leading edge distributions will be at local web sites.

Stable version released and supported at openRAMP.org
(which will provide first line of support).

 No forced common release  - instead multiple releases.
(Don't have to release if not ready - but can, and
openRAMP.org will maintain a stable release).


